
 

New organ transplant strategy aims to better
prevent rejection
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Transplantation of pancreatic islet cells from deceased donors are used to treat
some of the worst cases of type 1 diabetes - patients for whom the risk of life-
threatening episodes of hypoglycemia is greatest. Islet transplantion in becoming
more efficient, and the cost now is comparable to whole-pancreas
transplantation, according to UCSF surgeon Andrew Posselt, MD. Islet
transplantation is less invasive to patients. Costs have been a limiting factor on
insurance coverage, despite the growing success of transplantation procedures.
The dark blue line charts total U.S. pancreas and islet transplants over time. The
red line charts simultaneous pancreas and kidney transplants from deceased
donors. The green line charts live kidney transplant followed by pancreas
transplant from a deceased donor. The purple line tracks pancreas transplants
alone. The light blue line tracks islet transplantation. Kidney failure is a frequent
complication of type 1 diabetes.
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(Medical Xpress)—Organ-transplant recipients often reject donated
organs, but a new, two-pronged strategy developed by UC San Francisco
researchers to specifically weaken immune responses that target
transplanted tissue has shown promise in controlled experiments on
mice.

The hope is that using this novel treatment strategy at the time of
transplantation surgery could spare patients from lifelong
immunosuppressive treatments and their side effects. The approach
might also be used to treat autoimmune diseases such as type 1 diabetes,
the researchers said. The study is published and commented upon in a
recent issue of American Journal of Transplantation.

The study was conducted in mouse studies of islet-cell
transplantation—a procedure used to restore insulin secretion and
control over glucose levels in the blood in patients with life-threatening
diabetes. The treatment allowed more than 70 percent of mice to accept
transplants without requiring any long-term treatment with 
immunosuppressive drugs.

The approach, led by Diabetes Center member Qizhi Tang, PhD,
involved using cells from donors to activate immune cells called donor-
reactive effector T cells. The researchers then gave the mice a drug
called cyclophosphamide, known to specifically kill activated cells.

Up to 80 percent of the donor-reactive effector T cells, which play a
major role in transplant rejection, were eliminated by this treatment.
However, that procedure alone did not prolong survival of transplanted
tissue.

That required a second step: Some of the mice also received cell
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therapy—an expanded population of cells called TREGs that quell
immune activity. Seventy percent to 80 percent of these mice accepted
the transplants, without requiring any long-term immunosuppressive
drugs.

Significantly, when the cell therapy was used only in those cells that
specifically target donor tissue, only one-fifth as many cells were needed
to prevent transplant rejection, the UCSF researchers found. The bigger
bang per cell may bode well for clinical protocols, Tang suggested.

An inkling that such a two-pronged approach might work in humans
came from the unanticipated outcome of an islet-transplantation clinical
trial at UCSF Medical Center, in which a new drug regimen killed
effector T cells, allowing another type of immune cell, the TREGs, to
quiet the rejection response. One patient in that study now has
functioning islets and has been free from immunosuppressive therapy
for more than one year

Controlled clinical trials to evaluate a similar approach for liver and
kidney transplantation are in the planning stage, according to Tang, an
associate professor of surgery and the head of the Transplantation
Research Laboratory at UCSF. "The clinical trial design incorporates
what we found in the mouse islet transplant model," she said. 

Depleting T Effector Cells, Boosting TREG Cells

Both immune-cell populations that Tang and colleagues manipulated in
the mouse studies are T cells, a branch of the immune system's armed
forces.

Production of effector T cells normally is ramped up in response to
foreign invaders such as infectious disease microbes. However, their
numbers also increase to battle foreign, transplanted cells, and they are
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abnormally activated in autoimmune diseases such as type 1 diabetes, in
which effector T cells attack insulin-secreting beta cells of the pancreas.

Another type of T cell used in Tang's studies, the regulatory T cell, or
TREG, normally helps calm the immune system after microbial foes
have been vanquished, and may help prevent excessive collateral damage
to tissues that might otherwise result from immune responses.

In recent years, transplant teams have begun testing immunosuppressive
drugs near the time of surgery that preferentially knock down T effector
cell populations—hoping to lower the chances of transplant
rejection—with the expectation that patients would still require some
kind of lifelong immunosuppressive therapy.

In the recent human islet transplantation study, UCSF researchers
discovered that the Genentech drug Efalizumab not only did an excellent
job of suppressing T effector cells, but also dramatically increased
TREG populations. This effect ultimately allowed one patient to go off
immunosuppressive therapy completely, Tang said, and raised hopes that
the two-pronged approach could be developed to prevent transplant
rejection.

To boost TREGs, Tang and TREG research pioneer Jeffrey Bluestone,
PhD, the A.W. and Mary Margaret Clausen Distinguished Professor of
Metabolism and Endocrinology at UCSF, have for years been developing
methods to collect TREGs from the body, to then expand their numbers
in the lab, and finally to return them to the transplant patient.

A UCSF phase 1 clinical trial to evaluate TREGS for the treatment of
type 1 diabetes has recently concluded patient recruitment. The team is
actively planning a follow-up phase II trial to begin recruitment early in
2014, Tang said.
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Clinical Trials in Organ Transplantation Expected
Next Year

In another UCSF study published online in September in American
Journal of Transplantation, Tang, Bluestone and colleagues described a
way to preferentially grow human TREGs in a clinical laboratory that are
specifically targeted to protect donor tissue.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved the use of the
donor-targeted TREGs in liver transplant patients in clinical trials, Tang
said. 

"We decided to go with liver transplantation first, because the therapy is
new, and liver grafts are more resilient," she said. "We are also actively
seeking approval for the use of this product in kidney transplant patients.
We anticipate that these trials will start later this year."

  More information: Putnam, A. L., Safinia, N., Medvec, A.,
Laszkowska, M., Wray, M., Mintz, M. A., Trotta, E., Szot, G. L., Liu,
W., Lares, A., Lee, K., Laing, A., Lechler, R. I., Riley, J. L., Bluestone,
J. A., Lombardi, G. and Tang, Q. (2013), "Clinical Grade Manufacturing
of Human Alloantigen-Reactive Regulatory T Cells for Use in
Transplantation." American Journal of Transplantation, 13: 3010–3020. 
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